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ABSTRACT: The  reasonable speed of runtime 

performance of the credit classification systems is 

one of the goals of any credit institutions and 

banks. Based on this, this issue has been addressed 

in the present research. So far, many investigations 

have been done in this field, but no one has been 

done on the execution time of these models. In the 

current research,  credit classification model (Spark 

Credit Classification) is proposed including the 

ability to increase the speed of credit classification 

while maintaining the accuracy. In this model, a 

spark cluster has been developed with the ability of 

two ensemble models. One is a random forest with 

a random selection of variables, and a penalized 

logistic regression to increase the speed, and 

accuracy of the ensemble model, and the other is a 

decision tree with a random selection of variables, 

and a logistic regression (SLF) to increase the 

accuracy of the ensemble model. Based on the 

evaluations, execution time of this model is 0.085s, 

and according to the confusion matrix the amount 

of true positive 269, false negative 38, true 

negative 333, and false positive 50 are all 

promising, where on the other hand the accuracy 

87.24%, area under the ROC curve (AUC) 93%, 

true positive rate 87.62%, false positive rate 

13.05%, and according to the precision-recall, 

precision 84.32%, recall 87.62% are acceptable 

too. The results show that the proposed model is 

superior to the PLTR in terms of speed and 

accuracy. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The credit classification of the loan 

applicant customers by the model PLTR is 

considered as one of the most accurate, and 

interpretable models. This model consists of a 

decision tree, and a penalized logistic regression, so 

after the initial classification of the loan applicant 

customers with the decision tree model, the 

concluded output of the decision tree is to be 

entered into the penalized logistic regression model 

to make a more accurate classification [1]. In this 

article, first we review the spark cluster model [2-

6], so by this model we can increase the speed of 

the ensembled model, and then keep on the journey 

by reviewing  the random forest model, so by this 

model we may be able to increase the speed of the 

ensembled model of the spark cluster ensemble 

model, then  the k-fold cross-validation method [7, 

8], so by this method we can do  random selection 

of variables that later on we can increase the 

accuracy of the random forest model [8, 9],  the 

penalized logistic regression model [1], and the 

decision tree model [1], later on  a bagging trees 

model that with this model we can implement the 

decision tree model for random selection of 

variables to increase the accuracy of the decision 

tree model, and finally we end up by the review the 

logistic regression (SLF) model [10]. By 

considering and scrutinizing the aforementioned 

models, we proposed the ensemble model of spark 

cluster with two ensemble models embedded in its 

branches, one of them is the random forest with a 

random selection of variables, and the penalized 

logistic regression [1], and the other one is the 

decision tree [1] with a random selection of 

variables, and the logistic regression (SLF) [10].  
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II. SPARK CREDIT CLASSIFICATION 

MODEL 
2.1. Description of the methodology 

The (Spark Credit Classification) model 

can speed up the PLTR [1] while preserving the 

accuracy of the model. This model is formed from 

one spark cluster that has two ensemble models 

embedded in its branches. One of them is a random 

forest with the ability to a random selection of 

variables, and the penalized logistic regression [1], 

and the other one is the decision tree [1] with the 

ability to a random selection of variables, and the 

logistic regression saturated load forecasting [10].  

 

2.1.1. Spark Cluster 

Our proposed model is shown in Fig.1 

Fig.1. Proposed spark cluster ensemble model 

 

According to the spark cluster model, data are 

entered in both ensemble models 

contemporaneously. 

The random forest with a random selection of 

variables, and the penalized logistic regression [1]  

that is the ensemble model 

The algorithm is processed in seven steps. In the 

first step of the modeling the random forest model, 

three components should be considered. One of 

them is the node size that we considered 6, next is 

the number of trees (ntree) that we considered 2, 

and finally is the mtry [8] that we considered 4. In 

the second step, we select variables according to 

the amount of mtry and put this value in the k-fold 

cross-validation method, so that each time the 

variables are selected only the selected numbers are 

selected completely randomly. With this method 

we will be able to increase the random forest model 

accuracy. Fig.2 shows an example of the proposed 

random forest model. In the third step, threshold 

effects are identified from the random forest model. 

The proposed random forest model creates 6 binary 

prediction variables for each loan applicant 

customer i. In Fig.2 job status variable is the mth 

prediction variable, income is the lth, housing 

status is the nth, and the savings account status fth, 

so that each of the prediction variables indicates a 

threshold effect. 

 

First prediction variable in the random forest model  

1. We create two leaf nodes for the first variable. 

2. In the upper nodes, we put variables with the 

maximum ability to divide the loan applicant 

customers into overdue and non-overdue. 
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Fig.2. Example of the proposed random forest model 

 

Variable Vi,1
m  is the first one-variable 

output of the random forest model, and if the loan 

applicant customer’s job status is greater than or 

equal to the amount of threshold, so it takes the 

value one, and otherwise, it takes zero. 

Second prediction variable in the random 

forest model 

We do the same process as above for the 

second tree of the random forest model, and we 

achieve the second output of the random forest 

model  Vi,2
l . The value of this variable is equal to 

one when the income of the loan applicant 

customer is greater than or equal to the amount of 

threshold, and otherwise, it takes zero.  

Third prediction variable in the random 

forest model 

We keep the leaf of the longest branch of 

the tree which is a sign that the loan applicant 

customer is overdue as a two-variable output. 

Variable Vi,3
m ,n  is the first two-variable output of the 

random forest model. In the example presented in  

Fig.2  , this variable takes the value one if the loan 

applicant customer’s job status is smaller than the 

amount of threshold and at the same time his 

housing status is smaller than the amount of 

threshold, and otherwise, it takes zero. 

Variable Vi,4
m ,n   is the second two-variable output of 

the random forest model that according to the 

example presented in  Fig.2 when the job status of 

the loan applicant customer is smaller than the 

amount of threshold, and at the same time his 

housing status is greater than or equal to the 

amount of threshold, so the value of this variable is 

equal to one, and otherwise, it takes zero. 

Fourth prediction variable in the random 

forest model 

Similar to the process above, we get Vi,5
l,f  , 

and Vi,6
l,f  . 

Note that in the first tree of the random 

forest model for both outputs Vi,1
m  , Vi,4

m,n   the loan 

will be granted to the loan applicant customer  i, 

and Vi,3
m,n

 is definition as overdue, and so in the 

second tree for Vi,2
l  , Vi,6

l,f
 outputs loan will be 

granted to the loan applicant customer i, and Vi,5
l,f   is 

definition as overdue. 

Note that if one of the random forest 

model trees doesn’t have enough information to 

divide the loan applicant customers into overdue 

and non-overdue the random forest model will rely 

on another tree that has enough information to 

divide the loan applicant customers (That is if the 

information of that random forest model tree is not 

available for any reason). 

In the fourth step, we count one-variable 

threshold effects, and name them  p, and then we 

count two-variable threshold effects, and name 

them q [1]. 

In the fifth step, we put all of the threshold 

effects that have been obtained from the random 

forest model into the penalized logistic regression 

model [1] to classify the remaining loan applicant 

customers more accurately [1]. 

(1) 

 

1- In the formula above (xi,yi), i=1,2,3,…,n are data 

set observations that in this observations xi is 

independent variable and yi is dependent variable 

that xiR
p 

and p is a p dimensional of predictors 
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and on the other hand yi  {1,2} are binary 

predictor variables. 

2- The goal of logistic regression model is 

obtaining an estimate of the probability of the loan 

applicant customer is overdue according to his 

related variables in the data set.  That’s mean 

Pr(yi=2xi). 

3- η Vi,1
m , Vi,4

m ,n , Vi,2
l , Vi,6

l,f ; Θ  is an index function. 

4- Θ is a vector of parameters with a random value 

of [-1,1]. 

(2) 

1- In the formula above ρ0, τm , ρm , ζm ,n  are the 

parameters of Θ for the first tree of the random 

forest model and on the other hand λ0, ψl , λl , φl,f  

are parameters of Θ for the second tree of the 

random forest model. 

2- m, n, l, f are binary prediction variables that 

select by random forest model. 

3- p is the number of one-variable output and since 

the number of selected variables for each random 

forest model is 4, we consider this value equal to 4. 

4- Vi,1
m  , Vi,4

m,n
 are threshold effects outputs from the 

first tree of the random forest model and Vi,2
l ,  Vi,6

l,f
 

are threshold effects outputs from the second tree 

of the random forest model. 

Θ  is equal to below [1] 

(3) 

In the sixth step, we get the logarithm of the 

probability of the logistic regression model 

according to [1] 

(4) 

1- n is the number of data set observations. 

In the seventh step, we add a penalty term to the 

negative value of the logarithm of probability [1]. 

(5) 

1- p(Θ)= wv |θv |V
v=1  is the penalized phrase has 

been added. 

2- λ It is an adjustment parameter that controls the 

intensity of regularization to reduce the out-of-

sample error. 

(6) 

1- argΘmin is equal to the Quantities of Θ that the 

function is minimized. 

2- wv = |θ  v
(0)

|
-v

, θ  v
(0)

 is a consistent initial estimator 

of the parameters Θ, v=1,2,3,…,V is a positive 

constant value. 

The decision tree [1] with a random selection of 

variables, and logistic regression (SLF) [10] that is 

the ensemble model 

The algorithm is processed in four steps. 

In the first step, we create the decision tree model 

[1] with the weighted outputs. 

In the second step, we use the bagging trees model 

in order to implement the decision tree model, so 

that the random selection of variables occurs in 

order to increase the accuracy of the model. These 

variables have the most relationship with each 

other in term of weight. 

In the third step, we give to the non-overdue 

outputs weight of one, and to the others zero. 

An example of the decision tree produced by this 

model is shown in (Fig.3).  
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Fig.3. Example of the decision tree model with weighted outputs 

 

 

Suppose that the loan applicant customer has 

overdue debt smaller than or equal to the amount of 

threshold, so in that case one-variable output takes 

the value one, and otherwise it takes zero, and if his 

overdue debt is greater than the amount of 

threshold, and at the same time his housing status is 

greater than or equal to the amount of threshold 

then two-variable output takes the value one, and 

otherwise, it takes zero, and it will be classified in 

the overdue category. 

In the fourth step, we put the information obtained 

from the decision tree model of the previous step 

inside the logistic regression (SLF) model [10] for 

more detailed analysis. 

The logistic regression (SLF) model [10] is 

expressed as follows (With this model, we will be 

able to simplify the logistic regression model [1]). 

(7) 

In the formula above yt represents entity weight 

(Customer) and r entity progress rate r>0, k 

maximum entity weight, Y0 weight in ideal 

conditions, e Euler number (2.71828).  

Suppose that on the above formula m = 
1

k
, a = (k – 

y0) / (ky0) e
rt0

 and b = - r, m > 0, a > 0, b < 0. 

Suppose that: 

(8) 

Suppose that on the above formula xt=  
1

yt
 and 

Tt =  et . 

Now we add the Gaussian white noise η~N(0,δ2) to 

the (8) formula: 

(9) 

1- δ is equal to 1. 

Suppose thatX = [X1  , X2  , X3  , … , XN ]T , its 

alternative probability model can be expressed as 

follows (X’s are the weights of the loan applicant 

customer’s variables) 

(10) 

1-  is equal to 3.141592. 

2- N is the current year in which the loan applicant 

wants a loan. 

3. Evaluation of the model 

We evaluate the model according to [4] that the 

results show the superiority of the proposed model. 
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Table.1.The evaluation of the proposed model with the PLTR model [1] 

 
 

III. CONCLUSION 
According to the current research, the 

spark cluster model, and the random forest model 

increase the speed of the ensemble model, and on 

the other hand the penalized logistic regression 

model [1], and (SLF) [10], and random selection of 

variables by the K-fold  cross-validation method in 

the random forest model [8], and the use of the 

bagging trees in the decision tree model [1] 

increase the accuracy of the spark cluster ensemble 

model that the results show the superiority of spark 

cluster model. According to this article the 

proposed model is 0.25s faster and 0.87% more 

accurate to the PLTR model therefore this model 

can be used of credit institutions and banks.  
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